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It is shown that thea2-dynamo of magnetohydrodynamics, the hydrodynamic
Squire equation as well as an interpolation model ofPT-symmetric quantum me-
chanics are closely related as spectral problems in Krein spaces. For thea2-dynamo
and thePT-symmetric model the strong similarities are demonstrated with the help
of a 232 operator matrix representation, whereas the Squire equation is reinter-
preted as a rescaled and Wick-rotatedPT-symmetric problem. Based on recent
results on the Squire equation the spectrum of thePT-symmetric interpolation
model is analyzed in detail and the Herbst limit is described as spectral
singularity. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.fDOI: 10.1063/1.1915293g

I. INTRODUCTION

Non-HermitianPT-symmetric quantum mechanical systems1–8 are known to possess spectral
sectors with purely real eigenvalues as well as sectors with pairs of complex conjugate eigenval-
ues. Changes of certain system parameters can lead to spectral phase transitions from one sector to
the other. The physics in the two sectors has been identified with phases of unbroken
PT-symmetrysreal eigenvaluesd and spontaneously brokenPT-symmetryspairwise complex con-
jugate eigenvaluesd.1,2 From a mathematical point of view, non-HermitianPT-symmetric Hamil-
tonians are self-adjoint operators in Krein spaces9–11—Hilbert spaces with an additional indefinite
metric structure—and the two spectral sectors correspond to Krein space states of positive or
negative typesreal eigenvaluesd and neutralsisotropicd statesspairwise complex conjugate eigen-
valuesd.

Apart from PT-symmetric quantum mechanicssPTSQMd, it is known that a certain class of
spherically symmetric mean-field dynamo models12 of magnetohydrodynamicssMHDd can be
described by self-adjoint operators in Krein spaces as well.13 These models show similar spectral
phase transitions from real to pairwise complex conjugate eigenvalues14—and only the physical
interpretation differs from that in PTSQM. For dynamos it simply consists in a transition from
nonoscillatory states to oscillatory states.

In the present paper, we are going to briefly describe the underlying structural operator
theoretic parallels between PTSQM models and the spherically symmetric MHDa2-dynamosSec.
II d. The discussion will be illustrated with the help of aPT-symmetric interpolation between a
harmonic oscillator placed in a square well and an empty square wellsSec. IIId. This interpolation
shows a rich structure of spectral phase transitions with a couple of unexpected features. Further-
more, we will show in Sec. IV that the eigenvalue problem of thePT-symmetricsintermediated
interpolation model with linear complex potentialspurely complex electrical fieldd within the
square well is mathematically identical to the eigenvalue problem of the rescaled and Wick-rotated
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Squire equation of hydrodynamics which describes the normal vorticity of a plane channel flow
sCouette flowd with linear transversal velocity profile. Recent Airy function based results on the
Squire equation allow us to analytically describe the spectral behavior of the PTSQM model in the
limiting case when the width of the square well tends to infinity. In this limit we reproduce the
Herbst model15 with its empty spectrum. The limiting behavior occurs as a blowing-up of the
spectrum to infinity along three directions on the complex plane—leaving behind a spectrally
empty region at any fixed finite distance from the origin of the spectral plane. In Sec. V we briefly
sketch some links of the obtained results to other physical setups and analytical techniques.

II. KREIN SPACE PROPERTIES OF PT-SYMMETRIC QUANTUM MODELS AND OF THE
SPHERICALLY SYMMETRIC MHD a2-DYNAMO

A. PT-symmetric quantum models

In their seminal letter1 Bender and Boettcher identifiedPT-symmetry as the essential property
of the non-Hermitian quantum system,

Hcsxd = Ecsxd, H = −
d2

dx2 + gx2sixdn, s1d

which ensures the reality of its spectrum for exponentsnP f0,2d andcsxdPH̃=L2s−` ,`d.16 This
allowed them not only to extend an earlier conjecture of Bessis and Zinn-Justinfwhose numerical
results indicated that quantum systems with complex potentialVsxd= ix3 might have a purely real
spectrumg, but also initiated the still lasting intensive study of generalizedPT-symmetric non-
Hermitian systems.17 Such systems are characterized by aPT-symmetric HamiltonianH,

fPT,Hg = 0, s2d

whereP denotes a reflection

PxP = − x, Pcsxd = cs− xd,

while the time-reversal operatorT performs complex conjugation,

T iT = − i, Tcsxd = csxd* . s3d

Because both operatorsP andT are involution operators,

P2 = I, T 2 = I ,

they induce naturalZ2-gradings of the Hilbert spaceH̃. For our subsequent analysis it suffices to
consider the subclass of models which can be defined solely over the real linexPR. For such

models theT-inducedZ2-grading corresponds to a splitting of the wave functionscPH̃ into real
and imaginary componentsswhat is of no direct physical interest in a quantum mechanical con-
text; additionally one would have to work in a real Hilbert space with doubled dimension com-
pared to the original complex oned, whereasP induces aZ2-grading into parity even and parity
odd components,

csxd = c+sxd + c−sxd, Pc±sxd = c±s− xd = ± c±sxd. s4d

The correspondingZ2-graded Hilbert space splits as

H̃ = H+ % H−, c± P H±.

In the case of a simplePT-symmetric one-particle system with Hamiltonian
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H = − ]x
2 + V+sxd + iV−sxd, V±s− xd = ± V±sxd, IV± = 0 s5d

it holds

H = PH†P s6d

and P is a so called fundamentalscanonicald operator symmetry9,10 of H—i.e., H is
P-pseudo-Hermitian in the sense of Refs. 4 and 5. Operators with an involutive fundamental
symmetry are known to be symmetric—and for appropriately chosen domainfboundary condi-
tions for the functionscsxdg even self-adjoint—in a Krein spaceK. For P-pseudo-Hermitian
operators over the real line this Krein spaceKP is given as11,18,19

sKP,f., . gPd, fc,fgP = sc,Pfd =E
C#R

c*sxdPfsxddx =E
C#R

c*sxdfs− xddx. s7d

Depending on the concrete problem, the integration ins7d is performed over a finite interval,C
=f−a,ag, or over the complete real line,C=s−` ,`d,R. From s5d ands6d one immediately finds

fHc,fgP = fc,HfgP.

The Krein space innersscalard productfc ,fgP has the following properties:

sid It coincides with the more generalPT inner product of Benderet al.,6,7

sc,fdPT =E
C,C

fPTcsxdgfsxddx

when the integration pathC,C of the latter integral is restricted tosan interval ofd the real
line, C#R,

sc,fdPT =E
C#R

fPTcsxdgfsxddx =E
C#R

fPcsxd*gfsxddx =E
C#R

csxd*Pfsxd = fc,fgP.

sii d In contrast to the “usual” positive definite metric structure of the Hilbert spaceH̃=H+
% H−,

sH̃,s., . dd, sc,fd =E
C#R

c*sxdfsxddx =E
C#R

sc+
* f+ + c−

* f−ddx,

with non-negative norm

ici2 = sc,cd = ic+i2 + ic−i2 ù 0,

the scalar productfc ,fgP defines an indefinite metric structure in the Krein spaceKP
=H+ % H−, what is easily seen from the decompositions4d

fc,fgP =E
C#R

sc+
* f+ − c−

* f−ddx.

siii d In rough analogy with timelike, spacelike, and lightlikesisotropicd vectors in Minkowski
space, one distinguishes Krein space vectors of positive type,fc+,c+gP=ic+i2.0, of nega-
tive type,fc−,c−gP=−ic−i2,0, and neutralsisotropicd vectors,

fc,cgP = 0, c = c+ + c−, ic+i2 = ic−i2.
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In order to make the structural Krein space analogies of PTSQM models and MHD dynamo
setups maximally transparent, we rewrite the eigenvalue problem,Hc=Ec, for thePT-symmetric
Hamiltonians5d in an equivalent 232 matrix operator representation. Introducing the projection
operators

P± ª
1
2sI ± Pd

we decompose wave functionc and HamiltonianH ssee, e.g., Ref. 9d as

c = P+c + P−c = c+ + c−,

H = P+HP+ + P−HP+ + P+HP− + P−HP−.

In terms of the notation

H±± ª P±HP± = − ]x
2 + V+sxd, H±7 ª P±HP7 = iV−sxd s8d

this gives

SH++ H+−

H−+ H−−
DSc+

c−
D = ESc+

c−
D, P = S I 0

0 − I
D , s9d

where

H±± = H±±
† , H+− = − H−+

† . s10d

If one replaces the matrix entries ins9d and s10d by appropriate constants one arrives at the
schematic two-level model

HHSu

v
D = ESu

v
D, HH = Sc + a b

− b* c − a
D, a,c P R, s11d

which may be read as an elementary exemplification of Heisenberg’s linear-algebraic approach20

to sPT-symmetricd quantum mechanics and which was intensively studied in Refs. 6, 7, 18, and
21–23.

B. The spherically symmetric MHD a2-dynamo

The magnetic fields of planets, stars, and galaxies are maintained by homogeneous dynamo
effects, which can be successfully described within magnetohydrodynamicssMHDd. One of the
simplest dynamos is the spherically symmetric mean-fielda2-dynamo in its kinematic regime.
This dynamo model is capable to play a similar paradigmatic role in MHD dynamo theory like the
harmonic oscillator in quantum mechanicssQMd. Its operator matrix has the formssee the
Appendix for a few comments on the origin of this operator matrix and on the physics of
a2-dynamosd13

Ĥlfag = S− Qf1g a

Qfag − Qf1g
D s12d

and consists of formally self-adjoint blocks

Qfag ª pap + a
lsl + 1d

r2 ,

wherep=−is]r +1/rd denotes the radial momentum operator. The operatorĤlfag is defined over
an interval V=f0,1g{ r and acts on two-component vectorsf which describe the coupled
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l-modes of the poloidal and toroidal magnetic field components of a mean-field dynamo model
with helical turbulence functionsa-profiled asrd.

Although the dynamo model is notPT-symmetric, its operatorĤlfag shares a basic underlying
symmetry with PTSQM Hamiltonians—a Z2-graded pseudo-Hermiticity sJ-pseudo-
Hermiticityd5,14 which is induced by the fundamentalscanonicald symmetry,

Ĥlfag = JĤl
†fagJ, J = S0 I

I 0
D .

Similar to the reflection operatorP in s6d, the operatorJ is unitary and involutive

J† = J−1, J2 = I .

The boundary conditions on the vector functionf are set atr =1 sthe rescaled surface radius of the
star or planet whose fluid/plasma motion maintains the dynamo effectd and it is assumed that
asr .1d;0. In the case of physically idealized boundary conditions atr =1 ssee, e.g., Ref. 24d, the

domainDsĤlfagd of the operatorĤlfag consists of functionsf such that

DsĤlfagd ª Hf = Sf1

f2
D:f P H̃ ; H % H,H = L2sV,r2 drd,V = f0,1g,fs1d = u0,rfsrdur→0 → 0J ,

and Ĥlfag is self-adjoint in a Krein space

sKJ,f., . gJd, fc,fgJ =E
0

1

c†Jfr2 dr, fĤlx,fgJ = fx,ĤlfgJ.

It should be noted that for physically realistic boundary conditions

B̂lfur=1 = 0, B̂l = diagf]r + sl + 1d/r,1g s13d

there exists no appropriate Krein space which could make the operatorĤlfag J-self-adjoint.
The structures of PTSQM models and thea2-dynamo can be compared most explicitly after

passing fromKJ to an equivalent Krein spaceKm with diagonal metric operatorm and redefined
Hilbert spaces components,L2sV ,r2 drd°L2sV ,drd. The diagonalization yields

J ° m ª S I 0

0 − I
D = S−1JS, S=

1
Î2

S I − I

I I
D , s14d

Ĥlfag ° Ȟlfag = S−1ĤlfagS=
1

2
SQfa − 2g + a − Qfag + a

Qfag − a Qf− a − 2g − a
D , s15d

f ° f̌ = Sf+

f−
D =

1
Î2

Sf2 + f1

f2 − f1
D , s16d

whereas the unitary mappingU :L2sV ,r2 drd°L2sV ,drd simplifies the structure ofQfag and
leads ins15d and s16d to the additional replacements

f1,2 ° f1,2ª rf1,2, Qfag ° qfag ª rQfagr−1 = − ]rasrd]r + asrd
lsl + 1d

r2 . s17d

By inspection ofs8d–s10d ands14d–s17d we find that, in the chosen Krein space representations of
the PTSQM model and thea2-dynamo, the block structures of the metricssinvolution operatorsd
P and m coincide,P=m, but that the blocks of thePT-symmetric Hamiltonian and the dynamo
operator show significant structural differencesfin a very rough analogy, the alpha profileasrd has
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some similarities to a position depending mass, as it was studied for QM models, e.g., in Ref. 25g,

H±± = − ]x
2 + V+sxd ↔ − qf1g ±

qfag + a

2
,

H±7 = iV−sxd ↔ 7
qfag − a

2
.

It is clear that these differences in the differential expressionssas well as the different boundary
conditions on the two-component eigenfunctionsd will lead to different global behaviors of the
corresponding operator spectra. Nevertheless, both types of systems share the same Krein-space
induced features of level crossings, what will be briefly sketched in the next section.

C. Spectral phase transitions

Since the first PTSQM paper1 of Bender and Boettcher it is known thatPT-symmetric Hamil-
tonians have a real spectrum whenPT-symmetry is an exact symmetry and not spontaneously
brokensthe corresponding eigenfunctions are invariant under aPT-transformationd, whereas spon-
taneously brokenPT-symmetry is connected with complex energies.fWe recall that this follows
from s2d and s3d, the eigenvalue equationHc=Ec and itsPT-transformed,HPTc=E*PTc. For
real eigenvalues,E=E* , it is natural to setc=PTc, whereasEÞE* necessarily impliesc
ÞPTc.g A consistent PTSQM applicability and interpretation of the complex-energy states re-
mains an open question up to nowscf., e.g., Ref. 26d. For convenience, we shall call these states
“unphysical” here.

The mathematically most interesting questions of PTSQM concern the transition between the
physical and unphysical domains of their parameters. In the simple two-state models11d it is easy
to deduce that the quantized energiesE are reals“physical”d for uau. ubu while they form complex-
conjugate pairs in the “unphysical” regime whereuau, ubu.7,18 The boundary of its PTSQM appli-
cability coincides with the double-cone hypersurface in parameter space whereuau= ubu. One easily
verifies that wheneverubu approachesuau, the separate eigenenergiesE± as well as the correspond-
ing two independent bound-state eigenvectors coalesce and coincide. On the critical hypersurface
the remainingsgeometricald eigenvector becomes supplemented by a so called associated vector
salgebraic eigenvectord14 and the Hamiltonian matrixH acquires a Jordan-block canonical
structure.14,27 The latter cannot be diagonalized and it only gives the doubly degenerate and real
single “exceptional-point” eigenvalueE=EsEPd=c scf., e.g., Ref. 28 for more detailsd.

An exhaustive and consistent bound-state interpretation of the Schrödinger-type equations1d
is more difficult. For example, it requires the restriction of the range of exponents to a finite
interval of nP s−1,2d for csxdPL2s−` ,`d as usual defined on the real line.1 A rigorous proof of
the reality of the energies turned out unexpectedly difficult.16,29 For larger exponentsn, the real
line must be replaced by an appropriately deformed contour in the complex plane.1,2

A systematic analytical study of phase transition points is still lacking for PTSQM models; the
same concerns efficient mathematical tools for deriving their location in parameter space. Similar
to the double-cone hypersurfaces for the simple matrix models11d, one expects more complicated
sand more interestingd global phase-transition hypersurfaces in case of the Schrödinger-type sys-
tems. Knowing the location of these phase transition hypersurfaces, one would know the bound-
aries of the “physical” regions of exactPT-symmetry.

For thea2-dynamo both types of eigenvalues—real ones as well as pairwise complex conju-
gate ones—have a clear physical meaning. They simply correspond to nonoscillatory and oscilla-
tory dynamo states, respectively. But again it is of utmost interest to know the parameter configu-
rations for which transitions between the two types of statessphasesd occur. In the recent paper,30

strong numerical indications were presented that magnetic field reversalssinterchanges of North
and South poles as they are evident from paleomagnetic data on the Earth magnetic field31d are
induced by a special type of nonlinear dynamics in the vicinity of spectral phase transition points.
fIn the concrete case, the nonlinear transition mechanism between kinematic and saturated dy-
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namo regimesa brief outline of the corresponding physics can be found in the Appendixd was
simulated with the help of a so calleda-quenchingssee, e.g., Ref. 32d which simulates the
nonlinear back-reaction of the induced magnetic fields on thea-profile asrd.g

The qualitative features of the real-to-complex phase transitions are essentially the same for
PTSQM models and for the MHDa2-dynamo. They correspond to transitions from Krein space
states of positive and negative type to pairwise neutralsisotropicd states11,14—and a square-root
branching of the spectral Riemann surface.33,34 Such transitions are a generic feature of Krein-
space setups and they are new compared with setups in Hilbert spaces with purely positive metric
structures as in “usual” QM. The square-root branching behavior is easily seen by passing from

the linear eigenvalue problems for the 232-operator matricesH andĤlfag of Eqs.s9d and s12d,

sH − Edc = 0, sĤlfag − ldf = 0,

via substitutions

c = 1 c+

−
1

H+−
fH++ − Egc+2, f = 1 f1

1

a
fQs1d + lgf12

to the equivalent quadratic operator pencils

HsH−− − Ed
1

H+−
sH++ − Ed − H−+Jc+ = 0,

HsQf1g + ld
1

a
sQf1g + ld − QfagJf1 = 0.

Both pencils are of the same generic operator type

Lflgc = fA2l2 + A1l + A0gc = 0

with a scalar product

sc,Lflgcd = a2l2 + a1l + a0 = 0, aj ª sc,Ajcd

which can be used to deduce the local square-root branching behavior of the spectrum

l1,2=
1

2a2
s− a1 ± Îa1

2 − 4a0a2d.

A typical a2-dynamo spectrum with a large number of real-to-complex transitions is presented
in Fig. 1 ssee also Refs. 14 and 35d. These crossings with real-to-complex transition occur at
exceptional pointssin the sense of Kato36d of ssquare rootd branching type37,38and the correspond-
ing eigenvalues have geometric multiplicity one and algebraic multiplicity two.14 In contrast,
crossings without real-to-complex transitions are of the same type as level crossings in Hermitian
systems11–with geometric and algebraic multiplicity two.39 Finally, we note that although locally
crossings with real-to-complex transitions occur, in general, only between two spectral branches,
globally much more branches are involved in mutual crossingsssee Fig. 1d. This reflects the fact
that in general the spectrum forms a multisheet Riemann surface over the parameter space of the
theory ssee, e.g., Refs. 33, 34, and 40d.

In the next section, we will analyze the spectral behavior of aPT-symmetric interpolation
model where we will find a similar rich structure of real-to-complex transitions as for the
a2-dynamo.
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III. PT-SYMMETRIC INTERPOLATION BETWEEN SQUARE WELL AND HARMONIC
OSCILLATOR

In Schrödinger-type modelss1d over the open real linexP s−` ,`d a PTSQM-related separa-
tion of the “physical” and “unphysical” domains is, in general, a mathematically highly nontrivial
problem. Its resolution requires a fairly subtle and rigorous mathematical argumentation.16,29 A
typical result of the WKB analysis of Ref. 1 was that in a half-open interval ofnP f0,2d the
energies remain real and that thePT-symmetry of the wave functions remains unbroken. In
parallel, a characteristic unphysical behavior of the systems1d has been found in the half-open
interval of nP f−1,0d, where at anyn,0 all the sufficiently high-lying energiesEn with n
.n0snd “decay” in complex-conjugate pairs,IEnÞ0. Moreover, the spectrum becomes empty in
the Herbst–Hamiltonian limit of the leftmostn=−1.1

A. Toy model PT-symmetric differential equation

In the present section, we are going to extend the consideration of the Schrödinger-type
systems1d to exponents from the intervalnP f−2,0g. The endpoints of this interval correspond to
the purely real-valued Hermitian-system spectra of a freely moving particle with shifted off-set
energysfor n=−2d and a harmonic oscillatorsfor n=0d. For the exponentsnP s−2,0d we expect
a phase of spontaneously brokenPT-symmetry with an involved picture of real-to-complex spec-
tral phase transitions.

FIG. 1. Real and imaginary components of thea2-dynamo spectrum as functions of the scale factorC of an a-profile
asrd=C3 s1−26.093 r2+53.643 r3−28.223 r4d in the case of angular mode numberl =1 and physically realistic bound-
ary conditionss13d. The concrete coefficients in the quartic polynomialasrd have their origin in numerical simulations of
the field reversal dynamicsssee Ref. 30d. Only the imaginary components withIlù0 are shown. The complex conjugate
sIlø0d-components are omitted for sake of brevity.
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In order to keep the numerical analysis sufficiently simple and robust, we assume the system
located in a square wellsboxd of finite width 2b,` and Dirichlet boundary conditions imposed at
the walls,csx= ±bd=0, i.e., we introduce an IR cutoff at the low-energy end of the spectrum
svarious aspects of square-well-related PTSQM setups have been earlier considered, e.g., in Refs.
11, 41, and 42d. This enables us to rescale Eq.s1d to the equivalent equation

f− ]y
2 + G y2siydngcfxsydg = msEdcfxsydg s18d

with parameter-independent boundary conditions

cfxs±1dg = 0, s19d

but rescaled coupling constant and energy

G = g b4+n, msEd = b2E.

In this notation, the original bound-state problems1d with asymptotic Dirichlet boundary condi-
tions atx→ ±` is replaced by the equivalent new problem defined within a fixed finite interval
f−1,1g. In the limit of very smallb<0 the potential term becomes negligible,G<0, and the
interaction degenerates to an infinitely deep square wellsboxd at all n. A completely similar
situation occurs for systems with any nonvanishing finiteb, but very small exponents,n<−2. In
both extremal cases the problem remains exactly solvable. The original Bender–Boettcher problem
corresponds to the strong-coupling limit,G→` , b→`, with g hold fixed,g=G b−4−n=const.

For finite coupling constants 0,G,` one expects the energy spectrum to be divided into the
following three sectors: into a low-energy sector with states which are involved in real-to-complex
phase transitions, into an intermediate sector, where then-dependent energies still remain real, and
into a high-energy sector with almostn-independent purely real eigenvalues whose states experi-
ence only a small perturbations from the complex interaction term. The division into low energy
and intermediate-and-high energy sectors has been qualitatively described in a recent paper11 by
Langer and Tretter who considered a square well model with an arbitraryPT-symmetric potential
V as perturbation. Starting from the energy spectrum of the empty square well,mk=k2p2/4 , k
=1, 2,…, they showed that there are no real-to-complex phase transitions for levelsk.ks with ks

as the lowest level satisfying the supremum boundiVi`, s2ks+1dp2/8. In case of our model with
potentialVsyd=gb4+dy2siydn the supremum normssee, e.g., Ref. 43d readssfor nù−2d

iVi` = sup
yPf−1,1g

uVsydu = uVs±1du = ugub4+n

so that it is ensured that there are no phase transitions for levels

k . kssbd .
1

2
F 8

p2ugub4+n − 1G . s20d

According to Ref. 11 it holds for the corresponding real eigenvaluesmk, umk−k2p2/4u, ugub4+n.
The supremum bound is safe, but at the same time rather rough.44 The subsequent exact numerical
analysis shows that, depending on the concrete exponentsn, the real-to-complex phase transitions
in the models18d stop at much lower energy levels.

B. The emergence of IEÅ0 on certain finite subintervals of n« „−2,0…

In the generic case withnP s−2,0d andb.0, we have solved Eqs.s18d ands19d numerically
by means of a shooting technique with a fifth-order Runge–Kutta method, utilizing and adapting
standard routines from numerical recipes.45 The corresponding code had been validated exten-
sively in earlier work by comparison with known analytical results and other numerical results in
dynamo theory and quantum mechanics.
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A sample of the results of such a study is depicted in Figs. 2–6, where we have choseng
=1 and displayed the first few energy levelsEsnd over the entire intervalnP s−2,0d for the
sequence of valuesb=2, 4, 6, 7. The important results of this numerical experiment are the
following:

FIG. 2. Spectrum of thePT-symmetric interpolation HamiltonianH=−]x
2+x2sixdn as function of the exponentn for the

cutoff lengthb=2. All eigenvalues are real and almost independent ofn. The spectrum is only slightly deviating from that
of an empty square well.

FIG. 3. Real and imaginary components of the spectrum in the case of a cutoff lengthb=4 fcomplex conjugatesIl
ø0d components omitted, as well as further higher lying levels without real-to-complex transitionsg. The low-energy sector
with its multiple real-to-complex transitions starts to form.
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sid At all sufficiently smallb, as sampled in Fig. 2, the energy spectrum exhibits a more or less
n-independent square-well form.

sii d At not too largeb the spectrum, as sampled in Fig. 3, proves clearly separated into the
high-lying part swhere the energies still preserve their approximaten independenced, an
intermediate perturbative partswhere the perceivablyn-dependent energies still remain all
reald and the low-lying partswhere one encounters the first real-to-complex phase transi-
tionsd.

siii d The actual lowest level numberskcsbd scritical level numbersd of the modes which are not
involved in real-to-complex transitions lie much below the safe supremum boundskssbd of
inequality s20d. Choosing, for example, the exponentsn=−1/2 andn=−3/2 we read off
that

n = − 1/2, b =5
2

4

6

7
6 , kssbd . 5

4.08

51.4

213

367
6 , kcsbd =5

1

6

14

22
6 ,

n = − 3/2, b =5
2

4

6

7
6 , kssbd . 5

1.79

12.5

35.2

52.1
6 , kcsbd =5

1

5

9

11
6 .

sivd Starting from the “intermediate width” region, sampled atb=6 in Fig. 4, we find that the
left-hand halfof the picture exhibits a clear transition from the slightly non-Hermitian

FIG. 4. Spectrum for a cutoff lengthb=6.
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square well regimeswith the higher energies all reald to its more strongly non-Hermitian
extension where for all exponentsn not too distant fromn=−2 the purely imaginary and
finite component of the potential resembles the spatially antisymmetric part of the exactly
solvablePT-symmetric Heavyside step potential within a square well considered in Ref.
41. This explains why in Figs. 3–5 the continuing decrease ofn makes the respective two
or three lowest pairs of the energies merge and complexify.

svd At “sufficiently large” cutoffsb, all the real low-lying energies depicted in theright-hand
halvesof Figs. 4 and 5 obviously stabilize and approach theb→` limiting pattern as
published in Refs. 1 and 16. In particular, we see that the ground-state energy remains real
and that it starts growing more quickly only when the values ofn move down and closer to
the Herbst limit ofn→−1+. We observe that in a more appropriate way this growing real
branch should be interpreted as a special type of ladder-shaped merger of intermediate real
segments which actually correspond to level pairs with higher mode numbers. A zoomed
view on this peculiarity is presented in Fig. 6, where it is clearly visible that a chain of
exceptional points is located on this branch with alternating complex-valued segments
branching off to the left and to the right. These segments fit, after further complex-to-real
transitions, to the real eigenvalues of then→0 andn→−2 limit models.

svid When the cutoffb is increased the following simultaneous changes in the spectrum can be
observed. In the upper low-energy region withn.−1 step by step more and more level
pairs become twisted into the complex sector. With a “slight delay inb” and atn,−1 the
lower of the twisted levels undergo a second pairwise real-to-complex transition with the

FIG. 5. At a cutoff lengthb=7 the generic structure of the spectrum is clearly visible. The weblike pattern of the real
componentssad contains purely real branches in the vicinity of the leftsn=−2d and rightsn=0d endpoints of the considered
interval as well as a chain of purely real intermediate segments in the vicinity ofn=−1. sSee Fig. 6 for a detailed view.d
The increasing number of imaginary componentssbd with high gradientsu]nEsn<−1du@1 which accumulate in the vicinity
of n=−1 are first indications of the formation of a local spectral singularity atn=−1.
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levels below them. A sort of web structure is forming with a purely real branch remaining
between the leftsn,−1d and rightsn.−1d purely complexstwistedd spectral regions. The
complex-valued level pairs are branching off from the real branch forming a ladder-shaped
structure. At the low-energy end of this ladder a second process occurs. The leftsn,−1d
complex level pairs are passing the linen=−1 and move to the right of it. There, at some
n.−1 the corresponding exceptional point merges with an exceptional point of a right
branch. As a result, one of the real segments between left and right off-branching levels
disappears and a smooth complex-valued branch forms which extends over a largen inter-
val and whose imaginary components are increasing very fast whenb is increased. It
remains the real branch which becomes more and more vertical whereas the complex
branch is not intersecting with itsthe real component of the complex branch is coinciding
at one point with the real branch but the imaginary components are not coincidingd.

Analyzing the sequence of Figs. 2–6 we observe that, when the cutoffb is increased, a rather
specialsand seemingly inextricabled branch pattern of real and complex eigenvalues is forming in
the vicinity of the exponentn=−1. fThe phenomenon may be generic since in Ref. 46, the “wiggly
upwards” spectral pattern has also been detected for a very different one-parametric family of
asymptotically exponentialPT-symmetric potentialsVsxd=−si sinhxdb near the Herbst-type expo-
nent b=1.g The extreme steepness of an increasing number of imaginary branches and their
accumulation atn=−1 ssee Figs. 4 and 5d as well as the occurrence of the almost vertical real
branchsFig. 6d are indicating the formation of a local spectral singularity with]nEun→−1→ ±` at
thesalmostd vertical segments of the real-valued branch as well as on the imaginary branches close
to the exceptional points of the “ladder” structure. From the figures it is not at all obvious how this
pattern is compatible with the Herbst limit of an empty spectrum forb→` at n=−1. We will
resolve this interesting puzzle in the next section.

IV. THE HERBST LIMIT AND ITS RELATION TO THE SQUIRE EQUATION OF
HYDRODYNAMICS

In Ref. 15 it was shown by Herbst that the spectrum of a Hamiltonian with imaginary linear
potentialsimaginary homogeneous electric fieldd over the real linexPR is empty. The differential
expression of the corresponding operator coincides with that of thePT-symmetric Schrödinger-
type equations18d with exponentn=−1,

FIG. 6. The purely real curveshigh-lighted fatd in the vicinity of n=−1 scutoff lengthb=7d is formed by intermediate real
segments between complex valued segments which branch off to the left and to the right. This leads to a ladderlike
structure with exceptional points as nodes. The zoomed picture insbd shows that the “oscillations” of the real curve about
the linen=−1 persist also at its lower end, but with strongly reduced “amplitude.” When the cutoff is slightly increased to
b*7 the lowest exceptionalsreal-to-complex transitiond point sbd will cross the linen=−1 and will in the regionn.−1
coalesce with the othersnearestd exceptional point. As a result, one intermediate segment will be removed from the real
curve and a purely complex-valued branch pair will smoothly tend from “far left”sn,−1d to “far right” sn.−1d—similar
to the lower lying purely complex branches visible in the graphics.
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f− ]y
2 − igb3ygcsyd = b2Ecsyd, csy = ± 1d = 0. s21d

The only difference ofs21d compared to the Herbst model is in the Dirichlet boundary conditions
at y= ±1 which restrict the system to a boxssquare welld. Due to this analogy and for sake of
brevity, we will call the models21d a “Herbst box.”

We start our consideration by noticing that Eq.s21d and the spectral functionmsb,Ed=b2E are
invariant under the rescalingb°g−1/3b, E°g2/3E so that henceforth we can setg=1, without
loss of generality. The corresponding Herbst box Hamiltonian we denote as

HHbsbd ª − ]y
2 − ib3y. s22d

Equations21d itself is of Airy type and its solutions can be expressed as

csyd = C1A1fjsydg + C2A2fjsydg,

jsyd ª eisp/3df− iby − Eg,

whereC1,2=const, andA1sjd , A2sjd are any two of the Airy functions Aisjd , Aisqjd , Aisq2jd with
qªei2p/3. As usual, the boundary conditions lead to a characteristic determinant which defines the
spectrum of the eigenvalue problem. In case of Eq.s21d, it reads

DsEd = A1sj+dA2sj−d − A1sj−dA2sj+d = 0, j± ª jsy = ± 1d. s23d

Characteristic determinants of this typesbuilt over Airy functionsd have been intensively studied
since 1995 in a paper series of Stepin47,48and Shkalikovet al.49 sfor related work see also Ref. 50d
on the spectral properties of the Squire equation of hydrodynamicssthe corresponding physical
background can be found, e.g., in Refs. 51 and 52d

HSqs«d ª i«]y
2 + y, sHSq− ldx = 0, xsy = ± 1d = 0, « ª sãRd−1. s24d

Before we make thesobviously existingd relation of this model to the Herbst box model explicit,
we briefly review a few of its properties.

The Squire equations24d describes the normal vorticity of a plane Couette flow with linear
velocity profile. The parameterã.0 denotes a real-valued wave number which originates from
the decomposition of a two-dimensional flow perturbation,

Csx,y,td = xsydeiãsx−ltd,

R.0 is the Reynolds number and«—the viscosity. The spectrum ofHSq was found to have a
Y-shaped form.48,49,51All the eigenvalues are located in a close vicinity of the three segments
s1,−i /Î3g , s−1,−i /Î3g , f−i /Î3,−i`d. In the limit of large R→` , ãù1 and correspondingly
small «→0+ the eigenvalue problems24d turns into a singular perturbation problem and its
eigenvalues show a remarkable limiting behavior. For«→0+, more and more eigenvalues “move
in” from −i` along the linef−i /Î3,−i`d, merge pairwise in the vicinity of the point −i /Î3, and
depart thensagain pairwised to move symmetrically along the segmentsf1,−i /Î3g , f−1,−i /Î3g
and to “fill” them step by step—leaving the Y-shape invariant. The process was described in Ref.
48 as a special type of transition from a discrete spectrum to a continuous one. Explicitly, the
following asymptotic estimates were found in Refs. 48 and 49:

ln , − i«
p2n2

4
P f− i/Î3,− i`d, n → `, s25d

ln
± , ± 1 ± «1/3sne

±ip/6 P s±1,− i/Î3g, « → 0+, s26d

wheresn are the zeros of the Airy function
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Ai ssnd = 0, sn P R−.

One clearly sees that the smaller« is chosen the smaller the distances between the eigenvalues
become—leading in the limit«→0 to a quasicontinuous spectrum.

Noticing that the pairwise merging and splittingslevel crossingd of the eigenvalues occurs at
l+,l−,−i /Î3, it is easy to estimate that the value«n, for which this crossing is connected with
the nth Airy function rootsn, is given by

«n
1/3 ,

2

usnuÎ3
. s27d

Let us utilize the above results now for the Herbst-box model. A simple comparison of the
eigenvalue problemss21d sfor g=1d ands24d shows that these problems may be made coinciding
if one sets

i«−1fHSqs«d − lgxsyd=! PfHHbsbd − b2EgPfPcsydg = 0

and identifies

b3 = «−1, E = ibl, PHHbsbdP = i«−1HSqs«d, Pcsyd = xsyd. s28d

This means that the two models are related by the combined action of a rescaling, a Wick rotation
and a coordinate reflectionP.

With the help of the estimatess25d ands26d it is now an easy task to explain the behavior of
the Herbst-box spectrumEsbd.

sid The rescaled spectrumEsbd /b= ils«=b−3d sshown in Fig. 7d is simply the Wick-rotated
version of the original shape-invariant “Y” of the Squire operatorHSqs«d. With increasing
b=«−1/3 more and more eigenvalues “move in” from +` and “fill” the two complex con-
jugate branchessi ,1 /Î3g , s−i ,1 /Î3g of the “Y” as well as the half-linef1/Î3, +`d—in a
similar way as in the originalls«→0d limit. For b→` the spectrum becomes quasicon-
tinuous on the rotated “Y.”

sii d Due to the shape invariance ofEsbd /b, the spectrumEsbd= iblsb−3d itself inflates
when b increases. It is located in the close vicinity of the segments
sib ,b/Î3g , s−ib ,b/Î3g , fb/Î3, +`d and moves withb→` to infinity—leavingsfor suffi-
ciently highbd an empty region at any fixed finite distance from the origin of the spectral
E plane. Hence, we findsas requiredd that forb→` the Herbst-box spectrum turns into the
empty spectrum of the original Herbst model over the real lineR.

FIG. 7. The rescaled Herbst-box spectrumE/b= ilse=b−3d coincides with the Wick-rotated Y-shaped spectrum of the
Squire operatorHSqs«d.
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siii d For finite b, the asymptotic estimatess25d and s26d map into

Ek ,
p2k2

4b2 P b 3 f1/Î3, +`d, k → `, s29d

En
± , ± ib ± isne

±ip/6 P b 3 s± i,1/Î3g, b → `, s30d

and we identifys29d as the pure square well spectrum

msb,Ekd = b2Ek , p2k2/4 P b3 3 f1/Î3, +`d s31d

of the high-energy sector which is almost not affected by thePT-symmetric interaction. In
contrast, the low-energy sector described bys30d shows a purely linear scaling behav-
ior of the imaginary energy componentsIEn

±, whereas the real components remain
asymptotically fixed whenb increases. This situation is also clearly visible from the
numerical results presented in Fig. 8. The graphics of the equivalent spectrummsb,Ed,
depicted in Fig. 9, provides a complementary description and shows howsfor increas-
ing bd the b-independent eigenvaluesmsb,Ekd of Eq. s31d leave the high-energy sector,
obtain an explicitb dependence in the intermediate-energy sector and finally coalesce
and split into complex conjugate pairs.

sivd From the form of the spectral branches on theE planesrotated “Y”d it is clear that the level
crossings in the vicinity ofE,b/Î3 correspond to the typical real-to-complex phase tran-

FIG. 8. Real and imaginary components of the Herbst-box spectrum as functions of the cutoff lengthb fcomplex conjugate
sIlø0d-components omittedg. The asymptotical behavior of the complex-valued branches is clearly visiblesconstant real
components and linearb dependence of the imaginary componentsd.
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sitions ofPT-symmetric models in Krein spaces. With the help of relations27d the cutoff-
scalesbn and positionsEn of the level crossings can be roughly estimated as

bn , usnuÎ3/2, En , usnu/2. s32d

One can use the explicit values of thesebn sb1<2.02,b2<3.54,b3<4.78,b4<5.88,b5
<6.87,b6<7.81,…d, to roughly derive the number of the lowest uncrossed modes in
the casesb=2,4,6,7. Forb=2,4,6 the result exactly coincides with the level crossing
pattern shownsat n=−1d in Figs. 2–4, whereas the valueb5 is clearly smaller than the
actual transition valueb5scd for which according to Figs. 6sbd and 8 holdsb5scd*7. For
completeness, we note that the asymptotic approximation48 of the Airy function roots

usnu = F3p

2
Sn −

1

4
DG2/3

+ Osn−4/3d, n → `

together withs32d yields the following rough estimate for the lowest purely real-valued
mode:

ka .
4

3p
S 2

Î3
bD3/2

+
1

2
.

The scaling dimensionka=3/2 of this bound is only one-half of the scaling dimension
ks=4+n=3 of the corresponding supremum bounds20d. The exact positions of the level
crossing points are given by the multiple roots of the characteristic determinant,DsEd

FIG. 9. The rescaled Herbst-box spectrummsb,Ed=b2E allows a complementary view on the transition from the high-
energy sector to the intermediate and low-energy sector.
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=0, ]EDsEd=0. This equation system can be simplified via WronskianWfA1s.d ,A2s.dg to
yield the conditions

A1,2sj+d = ± A1,2sj−d

ssee Ref. 48 for the detailsd. Plugging the numerical results from the eigenvalue solver into
this equation withA1,2sjd chosen as in Ref. 48,A1sjdªAi sjd , A2sjdªAi sq2jd, selects the
conditionA1,2sj+d=A1,2sj−d and satisfies it within numerical working precision. For the
same data holdsA1,2sj+dÞ−A1,2sj−d.

svd The spectral behaviorEsbd for increasing cutoffb can be summarized as follows. At the
beginning, the real eigenvalues from the high-energy sector decrease as
Ek,p2k2/ s4b2d—moving into the intermediate energy region. Whenb approachesbn

,usnuÎ3/2 from below, the real eigenvalueshE2n−1,E2nj scorresponding to a pair of positive
and negative Krein space states11d coalesce atE2n−1,E2n,usnu /2 and a real-to-complex
transition occurshE2n−1,E2nj→ hEn

+,En
−j. Whenb is further increased the real energy com-

ponents remain fixedREn
± <usnu /2 fsee Fig. 8sadg, whereas the imaginary components

blow up linearly along the asymptotesIEn
± , ±b±sn

Î3/2 fFig. 8sbdg.

Let us, for finite b, relate the obtained Herbst-box results to the spectral behavior of the
PT-symmetric interpolation model of the preceding section. Apart from the obvious one-to-one
correspondence of the high-energy sectorsfsees31dg, a clear identification is immediately possible
for those Herbst-box eigenvalues which are close to the imaginary axis and which have the largest
imaginary components. These eigenvalues are located on the branches with the largest imaginary
components in Figs. 3–5swhich stay complex whenn passes through the Herbst-box value
n=−1d. It is clearly visible from these figures that, for increasingb, the imaginary components are
blowing up, whereas the real components remain asymptotically constant.

So far, we have found a clear correspondence for those regions on the Herbst-box “Y” which
are located away from the center of the “Y” with its real-to-complex phase transitions. A more
subtle situation occurs in the vicinity of this center. The corresponding Herbst box eigenvalues
will map into points located close tosor ond the formingsalmostd vertical segment of the purely
real branch depicted in Fig. 6. From the zoomed graphics in Fig. 6sbd we observe that the purely
real and almost vertical branch of the interpolation model “oscillates” around the Herbst-box line
at n=−1 with strongly decreasing “amplitude” to its low-energy part. With increasingb this
“decreasing amplitude” effect becomes stronger and the “oscillations” are only traceable with the
help of an appropriately increased zooming scale. Nevertheless, it can be read off that the real-
to-complex transition of the Herbst-box spectrum follows qualitatively the same scheme for any
finite b. The real eigenvalues of the Herbst box are all located on the purely real branch of the
interpolation model and the real-to-complex transition occurs when the lowest exceptional point
on this branch moves from the left sectorn,−1 through the Herbst-box valuen=−1 into the right
sectorn.−1—to coalesce afterwards with the next higher exceptional point from the right sector.
With this passing of the left-sector exceptional point through the linen=−1 the Herbst-box
eigenvalues become pairwise complex conjugate with strongly increasing imaginary components
fdue to the asymptotically diverging gradient]nEsb→`dun<−1→ ±`g. The real-to-complex tran-
sition with subsequently increasing imaginary components are illustrated in Fig. 10.

Finally, we note that in the limitb→`, the lowest-lying intersection of the purely real branch
with the Herbst-box linen=−1 moves away to infinity likeb/Î3 sthe lower bound of the real
segmentfb/Î3,`d of the Herbst-box “Y”d so that the real branch itself remains for any finite
energy in the right sectorn.−1—approaching the Herbst-box line asymptotically. This repro-
duces the earlier observations of Refs. 1 and 16 for the spectrum of the Bender–Boettcher problem
over the real line. Additionally, our Herbst-box results predict for this problem diverging
imaginary components atn=−1:uIEsb→` ,n→−1du→`. Taking these observations together
we once more see that in the limitb→` a spectral singularity is forming atn=−1 with
uEsb→` ,n→−1du→` , u]nEsb→` ,n→−1du→`.
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V. CONLUSIONS

In the present paper we considered three models emerging in different physical setups, but
which are closely related with each other by their underlying mathematical structure as spectral
problems in Krein spaces. The models are a one-dimensionalPT-symmetric quantum mechanical
interpolation setup defined over a square well of finite width 2b, the spherically symmetric MHD
a2-dynamo as well as the Squire equation of hydrodynamics. For the PTSQM model and the
a2-dynamo we made their close relation transparent by transforming them into a 232 matrix
operator representation with coinciding block structure of the Krein space metricsinvolution
operatord. In the case of the Squire equation we showed that the corresponding spectral problem is
connected with aPT-symmetric eigenvalue problem by a rescaling and Wick rotation.sIt is clear
that, apart from the Squire equation, there will exist other hydrodynamic equations which can be
structurally identified as Wick-rotatedPT-symmetric systems in Krein spaces.d

Based on recent results on the spectrum of the Squire equation, we performed a qualitative
analysis of thePT-symmetric quantum mechanical interpolation model for arbitrary square well
widths scutoffsd 2b. This allowed us to trace the emergence of the Herbst limit with its empty
spectrum as a spectral singularity and to fit our results to those of the Bender–Boettcher equation
over the real line. We obtained a rich structure of multiple spectral phase transitions from purely
real eigenvalues to pairs of complex conjugate ones—as it was to expect for spectral problems in
Krein spaces.

A deeper insight into the Herbst-box spectrum and a possible extension of the present results
to PT-symmetric Hamiltonians of the typeHM,N=−]x

2+x2MsixdN, M ,N=1,2,3,… over square
wells can probably be achieved by representing the characteristic determinantDsEd in s23d via
Hadamar product representation of the Airy functions53 as a spectral determinant of Bethe-ansatz
type16,29,54and studying it by similar cocycle functional equations as in Ref. 55.

A question which was not touched in the present paper concerns the orthogonality of the
Herbst-box eigenfunctions. For the Squire equation it is known that its eigenfunctions show a
strong nonorthogonality47,51 sdue to the non-normality of the Squire operatord for eigenvalues in
the vicinity of the branch point center of the “Y”spseudospectral techniques50,51,56play an impor-
tant role in this cased. Our above considerations indicate on a link of this issue with the forming
spectral singularityu]nEsn<−1,b@1du@1 in the vicinity of the almost vertical segments of the
purely real branch in the spectrum of thePT-symmetric interpolation model.

FIG. 10. Concrete example for the generic merging process of two complex-valued spectral branchesspresent here
for b,bcoal<6.36d into a single complex-valued branch forb.bcoal. The two exceptionalsreal-to-complex transitiond
points existing forb,bcoal are located on the planesn ,b,IE=0d and coalesce atb=bcoal. The corresponding point
sncoal<−0.9983.−1,bcoal<6.36,IE=0d is the startingscuspd point of a sharp “valley” of the nonvanishing imaginary
component which steeply grows and smooths whenb.bcoal is further increased. The white curve marks the Herbst-box
values. Before the two exceptional points coalesce, the left one of these points crosses the Herbst-box configuration at
sn=−1,b=bc<6.02,IE=0d and a real-to-complex transition occurs for the Herbst-box model.
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Finally, we would like to note two issues which seem of relevance for future considerations.
The first one is in developing efficient mathematical tools to find the hypersurfaces in parameter
space where spectral phase transitions of the real-to-complex type occur.fA two-step method
similar in spirit was successfully used, e.g., in higher-dimensional gravitational models to obtain
the stability regions in the modulisparameterd space of these modelssstep one, find the critical
hypersurfaces; step two, identify the stability/instability properties of the model aside from these
hypersurfacesd.57g Knowing these hypersurfaces, one would know the boundaries which separate
the parameter space regions with unbrokenPT-symmetry from regions with spontaneously broken
PT-symmetry. In case ofa2-dynamos the corresponding knowledge would allow for a more
precise prediction of configurations with tendency to magnetic field reversals. The second issue
concerns methods for solving inverse spectral problems in Krein spaces. Such methods would be
extremely helpful for the data analysis of the dynamo experiments which are planned for the near
future at seven sites around the world.58
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APPENDIX: A FEW COMMENTS ON THE PHYSICS OF MHD a2-DYNAMOS

The dynamo operatorĤlfag originates from the MHD mean-field induction equationscf. Ref.
12d

]tB = = 3 saBd + nmDB sA1d

for the magnetic fieldB. This equation results from averaging over small scale turbulences in the
velocity field of the electrically conducting fluidsor plasmad which drives the dynamo. The helical
turbulence functionasxd falso calleda-profile sin general setups,a is not a scalar function but a
tensor12dg encodes the net effect of the small scale physics on the large scalesmeand magnetic field
B. For certain topologically nontrivial helical velocity andB-field configurations an inverse cas-
cade effect occurs which induces an energy transfer from small-scale structures to large-scale
structuressinverse to the energy transfer in usual turbulence cascades where the energy is pumped
from large-scale structures into smaller structures until it finally dissipates and transforms into
thermal energyd. For sufficiently strong inverse cascade effects the advection term=3 saBd starts
to dominate over the diffusion termnmDB snm is the magnetic diffusivityd and the magnetic field
strength starts to grow exponentially. This kinematic dynamo effectsgrowing B field for a given
velocity field of the fluidd is followed by a saturated dynamo regime where a balance between the
dynamo effect and the back-reaction of the induced magnetic field on the velocity fieldsvia
Navier–Stokes equationd prevents a further growth of the field strengthB. For completeness, we
note that an MHD dynamo is an open system in which part of the kinetic energy of the conducting
fluid sor plasmad transforms into magnetic field energy.

The dynamo eigenvalue problem

Ĥlfagfl,n = ll,nfl,n, fl,nstd , expll,nt sA2d

follows from the induction equationsA1d via a double decomposition: decomposing theB field
into poloidal and toroidal componentsswhat leads to the two-component vector structure offl,nd
and expanding them further into spherical harmonics. In the simpleststoy modeld case of a
spherically symmetric dynamo configuration the corresponding modes decouple completely and
one arrives at the sphericall-mode projections12d and sA2d sthe subscriptn denotes the radial
mode numberd.

Up to now only a single exactly solvablea2-dynamo model is known—the model with
constanta-profile.12 Its spectrum is discrete, real,59 bounded above and, depending on the value of
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a, it is either completely negativesfor a below a criticalac:a,acd or it contains a finite number
of positive eigenvaluesll,n.0. The dynamo effect is dominated by these latter eigenmodes. In
practice, it usually suffices to concentrate the analysis on the dominating upper most growing
modesor a few of the upper most modesd for dipole sl =1d and quadrupolesl =2d configurations.
sThere exist no “s-wave” a2-dynamos withl =0.12,13d

The spectral properties of the dynamo operatorĤlfag are becoming much richer for inhomo-
geneousa-profilesasrdÞconst, when real-to-complex transitions occur—as discussed in Sec. II C
and shown in Fig. 1.
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